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1 Introduction:
This document serves as a guide to replicate the presented project for predicting attack on discovered vulnerability by using machine learning algorithm random forest. For this proposed research the data is collected from various sources and by using various data analytical tools and techniques the proposed design is being implemented and evaluated for the its outcome and performance based on accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.

2 System Specification
Local machine was used to setup python environment for data cleaning and merging procedure. Also, for browser-based scraping tool.

a) Local Machine
- Operating System: Windows 10 Pro
- Memory (RAM): 16 GB
- HDD: 1024 GB
- Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-7500U CPU @2.90GHz

Google colab is a virtual cloud environment with Jupyter Notebook setup for running python codes. This cloud environment was use to conduct correlation test and processing the machine learning models.

b) Google Colabs
- Operating System: Linux Posix
- Memory (RAM): 13 GB
- HDD: 100 GB
- Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.20GHz

3 Tools and Technologies
- Python 3.5.9 on local system.
- Python 3.6.9 on google colabs.
- Kate Editor
- Web-Crawling
- Libreoffice
- MSEexcel
- Tableau
4 Data Collection
Data is being sourced from the various websites containing Vulnerability data, PoCs and Attack Signatures.

b. Datasets (EKITS. SYM-Malware, SYM-Virus) were licensed from the University of Trento
c. Cyberwatch Public DB
d. Syamtec
e. Zeroday website

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/data-feeds
http://securitylab.disi.unitn.it/doku.php?id=datasets
https://kb.cyberwatch.fr/vulnerabilities/
https://www.zero-day.cz/database/

5 Implementation
The script for cleaning and merging the data and running the machine learning code are available on the github at https://github.com/loпessarell/MLVULATTK.

Packages and Libraries used:
1. Pandas
2. numpy
3. seaborn
4. matplotlib
5. sklearn
6. imblearn
7. StratifiedKFold
8. SMOTEENN

#CODE ON LOCAL MACHINE
1. Code for reading json files from directory

    with open(json_filepath, 'r', encoding="utf8") as jsonfile:
        jsondata=jsonfile.read()
2. Part of json extraction code

```python
  cve_data = vul.get("cve")
  print(cve_data["problemtype"]["problemtype_data"][0]["description"])  
  id=cweid=version3=vectorString3=attackVector3=attackComplexity3=privilegesRequired3=user
  availabilityImpact3=base_score3=base_severity3=exploitabilityScore3=impactScore3=version
  confidentialityImpact2=integrityImpact2=availabilityImpact2=base_metrics_score2=severity
  cweid = cve_data["CVE_data_meta"]['ID']
  if (cve_data["problemtype"]['problemtype_data'][0]["description"])::
    cweid = cve_data["problemtype"]['problemtype_data'][0]["description"][0]["value"]

  if (vul.get("impact")):
    impact_data = vul.get("impact")
```

3. Code functions for binary features:

```python
def checkforSYM(id, SYMdata):
    flag=False
    count = 0
    for record in SYMdata:
        if id.strip() == record[2].strip():
            count+=1
            flag = True
    return [flag, count]

def checkforexploit(id, exploitdata):
    flag=False
    count = 0
    for record in exploitdata:
        if id.strip() == record[0].strip():
            count = record[2]
            flag = True
    return [flag, count]
```
4. Code functions to replace string value with numeric values of CVSS

```python
def getACvalues(val):
    val = val.strip()
    if (val == "LOW"):
        val = 0.71
    if (val == "MEDIUM"):  
        val = 0.61
    if (val == "HIGH"): 
        val = 0.35
    return val

def getATvalues(val):
    val = val.strip()
    if (val == "MULTIPLE"):
        val = 0.45
    if (val == "SINGLE"): 
        val = 0.56
    if (val == "NONE"): 
        val = 0.704
    return val

def getCIvalues(val):
    val = val.strip()
    if (val == "NONE"): 
        val = 0.0
    if (val == "PARTIAL"): 
        val = 0.275
    if (val == "COMPLETE"): 
        val = 0.660
```

5. Code to load all datasets:

```python
main_dir = "D://cvssproj"

with open(main_dir + '/EKITS.csv', newline='') as csvfile:
    EKITSdata = list(csv.reader(csvfile))

with open(main_dir + '/EDB.csv', newline='') as csvfile:
    EDBdata = list(csv.reader(csvfile))

with open(main_dir + '/SYM-malware-threats.csv', newline='') as csvfile:
    SYMmaldata = list(csv.reader(csvfile))

with open(main_dir + '/SYM-network-attacks.csv', newline='') as csvfile:
    SYMnetdata = list(csv.reader(csvfile))

with open(main_dir + '/exploited_vul.csv', newline='') as csvfile:
    exploitdata = list(csv.reader(csvfile))

with open(main_dir + '/cyberwatchdata.csv', newline='') as csvfile:
    cyberwatch = list(csv.reader(csvfile))

with open(main_dir + '/symantec.csv', newline='') as csvfile:
    symantec = list(csv.reader(csvfile))

with open(main_dir + '/zeroday.csv', newline='') as csvfile:
    zeroday = list(csv.reader(csvfile))
```
6. Code to write data in CSV file:

```python
# CODE ON COLABS

1. Mounting google drive:

```python
[ ] #code to mount the files from google drive
from google.colab import drive
drive.mount('/content/drive')
```

2. Correlation Test:

```python
# correlation analysis
corrmat = df.corr()
corrmat.to_csv("/content/VulnDataCorr.csv")

# plotting correlation graph
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

f, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(15, 15))
sb.heatmap(corrmat, ax=ax, cmap="YlGnBu", linewidths = 0.1)
```

3. Splitting data, SMOTE data and Run Random forests

```python
# using library for specifying the iteration and split training and test data
cv = StratifiedKFold(n_splits=5)
for train_idx, test_idx, in cv.split(X, y):
    X_train, y_train = X[train_idx], y[train_idx]
    X_test, y_test = X[test_idx], y[test_idx]
    # SMOTE data to resolve imbalance
    X_train, y_train = SMOTEENN().fit_resample(X_train, y_train)
    # Load Random Classifiers
    RFCLF = RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators=10000, random_state=0, n_jobs=1)
    RFCLF.fit(X_train, y_train)
```
4. Performance test for model:

```python
#Accuracy
Accuracy_rf = (Avg_tp+Avg_tn)/(Avg_tp+Avg_tn+Avg_fp+Avg_fn)
print("Accuracy {:0.2f}".format(Accuracy_rf))

#Specificity
Specificity_rf = Avg_tn/(Avg_tn+Avg_fp)
print("Specificity {:0.2f}".format(Specificity_rf))

#Recall
Recall_rf = Avg_tp/(Avg_tp+Avg_fn)
print("Recall / Sensitivity {:0.2f}".format(Recall_rf))

#GMean
GM_rf = math.sqrt(Specificity_rf*Recall_rf)
print("Geometric Mean Score {:0.2f}".format(GM_rf))
```

6. Scraping using Web Scraper

https://webscraper.io/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCItHuKRAL3w6fspQUQh8Bkw

We use this scraper tool to scrape the data from the Symantec attack signatures and zerodaywebsites.
7  Permission from Cyberwatch.com to scrape website
8  Internship and Licensed form are attached below
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ANNEX A – DATASETS TABLES AND ATTRIBUTES

1. NVD  
   Note that each entry in the NVD dataset does not correspond to a vulnerability. A vulnerability ID can be associated with more than one software or vendor. The same ID can be reported in different tuples.

   a. CVE_ID: Id of the vulnerability.
   b. Pub_date: First publication date of the vulnerability
   c. Mod_date: Date of last update to the entry
   d. CVSS_score: CVSS v2.0 Risk Score of the vulnerability
   e. CVSS_Imp: CVSS v2.0 Impact score of the vulnerability
   f. CVSS_Explo: CVSS v2.0 Exploitability score of the vulnerability
   g. CVSS_AV: CVSS Exploitability assessment: Access Vector
   h. CVSS_AC: CVSS Exploitability assessment: Access Complexity
   i. CVSS_Au: CVSS Exploitability assessment: Authentication
   j. CVSS_Conf: CVSS Impact assessment: Confidentiality
   k. CVSS_Integ: CVSS Impact assessment: Integrity
   l. CVSS_Avail: CVSS Impact assessment: Availability
   m. Aff_Sw: Software affected by the vulnerability
   n. Vendor: Vendor of the software
   o. Description: English description of vulnerability

2. EDB  
   (*) in EDB-files only

   a. E-id: Exploit-DB record ID
   b. Cve-id: CVE_ID of vulnerability to which the exploit refers
   c. Date: date of emission of exploit
   d. Osvb-id: ID to third-party vulnerability database: OSVDB
   e. (*) File: Path to the exploit
   f. Description: Description of exploit
   g. Author: name of the researcher who published the exploit
   h. Platform: operating system of the vulnerability/exploit
   i. Type: type of exploit (e.g. remote, webapp, denial-of-service)
   j. Port: remote access port to the vulnerability as reached by the exploit (iff type==remote)

3. EKITS

   a. Ek_id: Id of exploit kit
   b. E_name: exploit kit name
   c. Version: version of exploit kit
   d. Date: date of release of exploit kit on the black markets (month)
   e. Price: advertised price
   f. Per: license duration (year,month,week)
   g. Service1: Services sold alongside the product (not available for all ekits)
   h. Service2: Services sold alongside the product (not available for all ekits)
   i. Service3: Services sold alongside the product (not available for all ekits)
j. **Cve_id**: CVE_ID of vulnerability exploited by the kit
k. **P_source**: primary source of information
l. **S_source**: secondary source
m. **Notes**: english notes on the ekit/advertisement/services

4. **SYM (malware + network attacks)**
   a. **attack_ID**: ID of attack referenced by Symantec (network attacks table)
   b. **threat_ID**: ID of malware referenced by Symantec (malware table)
   c. **Type**: where in the text the vulnerability is mentioned (i.e. description of attack or references)
   d. **CVE**: CVE_ID of vulnerability
   e. **String**: name of to the attack on Symantec’s website

5. **FFV**
   a. **bugID**: the identifier of a bug responsible for this vulnerability.
   b. **cve**: the identifier of an CVE entry referring to this vulnerability.
   c. **mfsa**: the identifier of an MFSA entry referring to this vulnerability.
   d. **bugDate**: the date when the corresponding bug is filed to Bugzilla.
   e. **cveDate**: the date that the corresponding CVE is filed to NVD.
   f. **minVersion**: the earliest major version that this vulnerability affects to.
   g. **maxVersion**: the latest major version that this vulnerability affects to.

6. **GCV**
   a. **bugID**: the identifier of a bug responsible for this vulnerability.
   b. **cve**: the identifier of an CVE entry referring to this vulnerability.
   c. **bugDate**: the date when the corresponding bug is filed to ChromelIssueTracker.
   d. **cveDate**: the date that the corresponding CVE is filed to NVD.
   e. **minVersion**: the earliest major version that this vulnerability affects to.
   f. **maxVersion**: the latest major version that this vulnerability affects to.
   g. **codeMinVersion**: the earliest major version where the vulnerable code footprint is found.
   h. **codeMaxVersion**: the latest major version where the vulnerable code footprint is found.

7. **IEV**
   a. **cve**: the identifier of an CVE entry referring to this vulnerability.
   b. **msbb**: the identifier of an MS Security Bulletin entry referring to this vulnerability.
   c. **cveDate**: the date that the corresponding CVE is filed to NVD.
   d. **minVersion**: the earliest major version that this vulnerability affects to.
   e. **maxVersion**: the latest major version that this vulnerability affects to.

8. **ASV**
   a. **cve**: the identifier of an CVE entry referring to this vulnerability.
   b. **akbb**: the identifier of an Apple Knowledge Base entry referring to this vulnerability.
c. **cveDate**: the date that the corresponding CVE is filed to NVD.
d. **minVersion**: the earliest major version that this vulnerability affects to.
e. **maxVersion**: the latest major version that this vulnerability affects to.

8. ESEJ

a. **cve**: the identifier of a CVE entry refferring to this vulnerability.
b. **bugID**: the identifier of a bug responsible for this vulnerability (Bugzilla or Chrome issue tracker).
c. **cveDate**: the date that the corresponding CVE is filed to the NVD.
d. **minVer**: the earliest major version that this vulnerability affects.
e. **maxVer**: the latest major version that this vulnerability affects.
f. **bugFix**: the bug fix commit that was successfully located.
g. **esminVer**: the earliest major version that this vulnerability affects, according to the code evidence identified by our algorithm.
h. **esmaxVer**: the latest major version that this vulnerability affects, according to the code evidence identified by our algorithm.
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